ABSTRACT As the network continues to evolve, completely analyzing the traffic requires immeasurable resources. In situations of processing enormous streaming data, the most significant k items (Top-k) are more interesting, and some streaming algorithms are deployed due to relatively limited memory and also limited processing time per item. Space-saving is such one of the most popular algorithms for computation of frequent and Top-k elements in data streams. In this paper, this algorithm is implemented in the cloud for analyzing big networking data, and an empirical formula of the counter number is derived for efficiently maintaining Top-k items. Meanwhile, easily understandable proof manner is presented to prove the merging ability of Space-saving algorithm, and some experiments are conducted to affirm the effectiveness of the algorithm.
I. INTRODUCTION
Since there was an incredible growth in network traffic over the past years, we should have tools for collecting, and processing information at a scale previously unheard of. For this purpose, cloud-based systems like Apache Spark [1] have found their way into the mainstream and have seen widespread implementation in many fields including network traffic analysis.
Comparing to previously used parallel computing frameworks, like HPC (high-performance computing) [2] , Spark allows users to treat a cluster of computers just like a single machine. The whole philosophy here is to automatically take work apart into small tasks and process them in a distributed manner and to automatically recover from failures [3] - [6] . Spark makes it easier and cheaper for us to run distributed applications.
There are many data computations where the size of the data is too big to work with on a single machine, but a moderate cluster is perfect. To achieve the ability to process very large datasets, some works [7] - [9] had been done to implement the parallelism of Spark, by converting existing local algorithms to the Spark parallel model. In order to efficiently analyze network traffic, we focus on the Space-Saving algorithm that is used for finding Top-k and frequent items in this paper.
Streaming data processing is beneficial in most scenarios where new, dynamic data is generated on a continual basis. In computer science, streaming algorithms are algorithms for processing data streams in which the input is presented as a sequence of items and may be examined in only a few passes, typically just one pass. These algorithms often have a limited memory much less than the input size, and also limited processing time per item. These constraints mean that an algorithm produces an approximate answer based on a summary or sketch of the data stream in memory.
The Space-Saving algorithm uses a data structure called Stream-Summary (SS) as shown in Fig. 1 to monitor the frequent items. The Stream-Summary data structure consists of a fixed number of counters, each associated with an item to be monitored. Frequency count and estimated error corresponding to each item are also stored in the counter. All counters with the same count are linked together and point to a parent bucket. Buckets are kept in a sorted doubly linked list, created and deleted dynamically as new items arrive.
When a new item arrives, if it is in the set of monitored items, increase the corresponding counter, otherwise remove Table 1 . the item with the least count, and include it with the count value of the removed element count plus one, at the same time, the error value is initialized to the count of the removed element. As the list evolves over time, the items that are growing more popular will gradually be pushed to the top of the list.
The algorithm continuously returns a list of the Top-k elements that might be just an approximation. If Top-k candidates are checked not to be the guaranteed Top-k, by checking that all of these candidates have guaranteed hits that exceed the overestimated count of the k+1 element, count k+1 , then k can be found such that Top-k' are guaranteed, where k > k.
The authors change the above way to think that how many counters as little as possible we must maintain when we want to obtain the Top-k, which is really important for network traffic analysis. We carried out many experiments of various time scales on Spark to derive an empirical formula, which would be suitable for similar networks. To achieve this goal, we exploited parallel processing ability of Spark to present an algorithm for more efficient processing.
The algorithm presented in this paper is a parallel SpaceSaving algorithm that works for input streams in a distributed environment as shown in Fig. 2 . This paper carried out experiments of various data distributions on Spark to evaluate the parallel Space-Saving algorithm. Before this work, this paper extended the algorithm from count problem to sum problem for merging case and provided a simple and effective approach to proving that the key properties of Space-Saving algorithm still hold after Stream-Summaries' merging.
The main contributions of this paper include the following: (1) It researched the host distributions in big networking traffic, and showed them in various time scales through highly efficient approach.
(2) It made the Space-Saving algorithm more practical to answer the important question: Can less counters be maintained when we want to obtain the Top-k among the hosts? (3) It presented the proof method of the parallel SpaceSaving algorithm, and deployed the algorithm in the Spark cluster to analyze its working mechanism, which is also suitable for other cloud platforms.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II describes related work; Section III provides the merging algorithm of Space-Saving and its proof. Section IV illustrates the working mechanism of the parallel Space-Saving algorithm in Spark cluster; Section V evaluates the algorithm with experiments; Section VI illustrates the output of HTTP access traffic in various time scales; Section VII gives statistics on the output of section VI, and presents an empirical formula for calculating the capacity of Stream-Summary; Section VIII discusses the experimental results; Section IX summarizes this paper.
II. RELATED WORK
Our previous work in BUPT (Beijing University of Posts and Telecommunications) includes the building of a scalable network traffic monitoring and analysis system [10] based on big data processing technologies, such as Hadoop and Spark. The system utilized a multilayer architecture with functional components including high-speed traffic monitors, traffic collectors, data store, analysis programs, result presentation interfaces, and a cluster manager. To facilitate this research, a traffic monitor with two-way 10Gbps Ethernet ports is tapped at one of the IPv4 access points of BUPT to the Internet. Full-volume flow records instead of individual VOLUME 6, 2018 packets are generated and transmitted from traffic monitor for further analysis.
The earliest Top-k related streaming algorithms can be traced back to the early 1980s when ''pass efficient'' algorithms for finding the most frequently occurring item in a sequence were proposed [11] . Although not proposed as a streaming problem, the algorithm has a streaming flavor: it takes only one pass through the input (which can be ordered arbitrarily) to find a majority item. To verify that the stored item really is a majority, a second pass is needed to simply count the true number of occurrences of the stored item. Misra et al. presented, then Misra and Gries [12] and Demaine et al. [13] generalized the frequent algorithm for finding the items that occur more than N/(m+1) times. Metwally et al. [14] proposed an approximate integrated approach for solving both problems of finding the most popular k elements, and finding frequent elements in a data stream, the approach is space efficient and reports with tight guarantees on errors . Manerikar et al. [18] evaluated the prominent counter-based algorithms including Sticky Sampling and Lossy Counting [15] and Space-Saving [14] , and sketchbased algorithms including Count Sketch [16] and Count Min [17] . In the evaluation, Space-Saving emerges as one of the most consistent ones, performing well across synthetic and real datasets, even with memory restrictions. It offers high precision and recall but at the cost of higher update times. This paper delved into the parallel Space-Saving algorithm that can process data more quickly and is suitable for more input streams.
Mining frequent items using aforementioned algorithms in time-decayed streams [19] , [20] is a research topic in recent years. Another research direction is parallelization. Misra and Gries [12] studied the merging ability of data summaries, proving the MG summaries are able to be merged and the isomorph between MG and Space-Saving to show that Space-Saving summaries are able to be merged [21] . Tangwongsan et al. [22] presented parallel algorithms for maintaining frequency-based aggregates on a high-velocity stream. Cafaro et al. [23] presented a parallel Space-Saving algorithm and provided a complicated proof . This paper took it for reference and made it more understandable by using more feasible algorithm and proof.
García-Dorado et al. [24] studied the distribution of the most popular IP addresses and port numbers at different monitored points. This paper treats HTTP access traffic as a whole, not only selecting Top-k, also considering the distribution of the tail for distribution accuracy. Vega et al. [25] presented a high-performance HTTP traffic analyzer for performance evaluation of web traffic. D'Elia et al. implemented the Space-Saving algorithm and analyzed its accuracy with respect to the exact solution. They discussed the problem of choosing the right value of ε and for a trade-off between accuracy and space [26] . Mahanti et al. [27] presented a review of power-laws with emphasis on observations from Internet measurements and several examples of Internet workload properties that exhibit power-law behavior. This paper will research HTTP access traffic thoroughly and derive an empirical formula for easy Space-Saving implementation.
III. MERGING STREAM-SUMMARIES A. SUM OPERATION FOR SPACE-SAVING
The seminal Space-Saving algorithm is described in a counting environment where counter plus one when an element is observed. This paper refers to it as basic counting problem and now consider the extension of basic counting to the case where the element comes with a positive integer, that is, elements have been aggregated before observed.
Lemma: If a monitored element with a positive integer of n is observed, the corresponding counter is increased by n. If the observed element, e, is not monitored, we replace e m , the element that currently has the least estimated hits, min, with e and assigns count m the value min + n, set ε m to min. This procedure is equivalent to processing this element coming n times continually.
Proof: We divide the continual n into two parts: 1 and n-1. Looking at the first one, it is either increased by its corresponding counter count x or replaced with e m and assign count m the value min + 1, set ε m to min, by using the same way as in the seminal algorithm. The rest n-1 can be added to its corresponding counter directly, we get count x + n or min + n while ε m is still min, the same result as stated in the above Lemma. We can take possible position adjustment into consideration in the end, because the positions in the StreamSummary depend on the count, as long as the count does not go wrong, the last positions are right. [14] ): Among all counters, the minimum counter value, min, is no greater than N /m .
B. KEY PROPERTIES OF THE SPACE-SAVING ALGORITHM

Property 1 (Lemma 2 in the Original Text
Property 2 (Lemma 3 in the Original Text [14]): For any element e i in the Stream
Property 3 (Theorem 1 in the Original Text [14] ): An element E i with F i > min, must exist in Stream-Summary.
Property 4 (Lemma 1 in the Original Text [14]):
The length, N, of the stream is equal to the sum of all the counters in the Stream-Summary data structure. That is, N = i≤m count i .
C. MERGING ALGORITHM
Given any two Stream-Summaries whose key properties stated above, we implement an algorithm to merge them for various parallel circumstances. When we merge the two summaries, the merged result is a new summary whose properties hold the same as before. No matter how many times merging happen, it can be recursively observed that the key properties still hold, if the original merging is performed as shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 . This is a foundation for follow-up work. Here is the basic merging process in three steps for merging two typical summaries:
First, processing the two summaries by adding error and count to the corresponding counter. When an item is contained in both summaries, calculating count 1 + count 2 and error 1 + error 2 as its new count and error. If an item only contained in one of them, e.g., summary 1, calculating count 1 + min 2 and error 1 + min 2 as its new count and error. As for item only contained in summary 2, calculating count 2 + min 1 and error 2 + min 1 as the results. This could lead to at most 2mcounters.
Second, sorting counters based on the descending order of counting.
Finally, evicting the counters other than the m largest ones. We will prove these properties still hold after two SpaceSaving summaries are merged. Proof of Property 1 is to prove that among all counters in the merged summary, the minimum counter value, min, is no greater than (N 1 + N 2 )/m . Proof of Property 2 is to prove that for any element e i in the merged Stream-Summary, 0
Proof of Property 3 is to prove that an element E i with F i > min, must exist in the merged Stream-Summary.
D. PROOF OF PROPERTIES CAPABLE OF MERGING
Proof of Property 1:
Proof: When an item exists in both summaries, if it is still in the merged summary, its count sum does not increase. When an item only exists in one of them, e.g., summary 1, count 1 is increased by min 2 , but there must be an item, which is originally stored in summary 2 and whose count is greater or equal to min 2 , is dropped from the merged summary, the count result does not increase too. As for those items only exist in summary 2, we can draw the same conclusion.
So the sum of all counters is not greater than N 1 + N 2 . All the terms in the summation are nonnegative, i.e., all counts are no smaller than min, hence min of the merged summary is at most (N 1 + N 2 )/m . In practice, the sum of all the counters in the merged Stream-Summary data structure may be less than N 1 +N 2 , the length of the stream. This leads to property 4 does not keep any more, however, property 4 only affects property 1 in the seminal Space-Saving algorithm, we can see property 1 still holds as proved above without property 4.
We can also prove that min 1 +min 2 ≤ min, that is, the minimum count of the merged summary is no less than the sum of min of summary 1 and summary 2. This conclusion will be used in the proof of property 2. The item corresponding to min must exist in at least one of the summaries. When this item is in both summaries, min = count 1 + count 2 ≥ min 1 + min 2 . When this item is only in one of them, e.g., summary 1, it is increased by min 2 , min = count 1 + min 2 ≥ min 1 + min 2 (1), so does it when this item is only in summary 2. When this item is only in summary 2, it is increased by min 1 , min = count 2 + min 1 ≥ min 1 + min 2 (2). As a result of the above (1) (2) combined, we can get min 1 + min 2 ≤ min. (3) Proof of Property 2: It is shown in Fig. 4 .
Proof of Property 3:
Proof: The counters in summary are sorted by descending order of count, min is the minimum count, any element E i with F i > min, must exist in the merged summary.
IV. UNDERSTANDING THE ALGORITHM IN SPARK
At a high level, our Spark application consists of a driver program that runs the main function and executes parallel operations on the cluster. The main abstraction Spark provides is a resilient distributed dataset (RDD), which is a collection of elements partitioned across the nodes of the cluster that can be operated on in parallel. RDDs are created by starting with a file in the Hadoop file system (or any other Hadoopsupported file system), or an existing Scala collection in the driver program.
As shown in Fig. 5 , we first call textFile() to create an RDD representing the lines of text in the input files. By default, Spark creates one partition for each block of the file. We can then run following operations on these lines. To run these operations, driver programs typically manage a number of nodes called executors which are created by workers. When we are running the Space-Saving algorithm on a cluster, different machines operate in different ranges of the RDD. Spark will run one task for each partition of the cluster. The created RDD comprises a fixed number of partitions, each of which comprises a number of records. Elements in these records are transformed and counted, then form a Stream-Summary for each partition. At last, StreamSummaries in different partitions are gathered and summed up by the driver. Sum operation for Space-Saving has been described in section III. In the following experiments, the Spark cluster comprises one driver and four worker nodes. The configuration of each machine is a 3GHz computer with 8G memory. The number of input files is 10.
V. ALGORITHM IMPROVEMENT AND EVALUATION
A. MAINTAINING THE SUMMARY BY MIN-HEAP
When using Space-Saving, it has been noticed by the authors that the Stream-Summary may operate the minimum counter every time an element is updated. In view of this, the authors try to find the minimum value quickly with the Min-heap structure to improve the efficiency of updating elements. The advantage of the Min-heap structure is its dynamic maintainability. When inserting data, only the complexity of O(log m) is needed. The Min-heap structure can maintain array at any time, ensuring that the minimum element can be directly found with the complexity of O(1), and keeping the approximate order of the array with as few operations as possible. Creating a hash map between item and Heapitem, which makes us quickly find the item's information Heapitem, including the location in the array, item, count, and error. This structure is compared with the conventional item hash + linked bucket structure. The result of speedup is shown in Fig. 6 . The data set used, the same as the real data in comparison between parallel and serial algorithm, will be described in subsection B.
B. EVALUATION OF THE PARALLEL ALGORITHM
To evaluate the effectiveness of the parallel Space-Saving algorithm, we conducted a set of experiments against the serial one by using both synthetic and real data. We generated three synthetic Zipf datasets with typical alpha parameters, which are 0.5, 1.0 and 2.0 respectively, representing for different skewness.
As shown in Table 2 , the size of each dataset is 10 8 , and the size of the alphabet is 10 6 . In addition, every dataset mentioned above includes 10 sets with the same distribution to avoid the effect of randomness, and the last experiment result is an averaged value. We also took the one-day period of HTTP access records from BUPT traffic for real data analysis. An HTTP access record contains a log of outbound client request handled by HTTP server. The number of distinct hosts and total access count are also listed in Table 2 .
The Zipf distribution can be used to account for the relative popularity of a few members of a population and the relative obscurity of other members of a population. For example, there are a few websites get lots of hits, while a greater number of websites get a moderate number of hits, and a huge number of websites hardly get any hits at all. Zipf distribution is often useful for analyzing such traffics.
The probability mass function of a random variable X which has the Zipf distribution with parameters α and n is defined as follows:
for all positive integers n and α ≥ 0, where n is the number of elements, i is their rank, and α is the value of the exponent characterizing the distribution. When α is becoming smaller, the tail of the distribution becomes heavier. According to [14] , assuming the data is noiseless Zipf distribution with parameter α > 1, to calculate the exact Top-k, Space-Saving uses
counters. When α ≤ 1, the space complexity is min(n, O(k 2 ln n)).
In our experiments, parallel and serial Space-Saving algorithms are used to identify the Top-10, 20, 30 and 50 elements from synthetic data. We compare precision and run time between the parallel algorithm and the serial one as shown in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 . In these experiments, we define Top-k precision as follows:
number of true elements in SS Topk k that is the ratio of the number of correct elements found in SS Top-k output to k. At each time, what we concern about is a fixed k, so the precision and recall values are the same. An algorithm will have a recall, and a precision of 1 if it outputs all the correct set of elements no matter how the rankings are.
As shown in Fig. 7 , when α is equal to 1.0 or 2.0, both parallel and serial algorithm get the precision of 1 for all scenarios, that means the number of counters is enough to identify the Top-k elements. When α is equal to 0.5 and k is 10 or 20, the precision of the parallel algorithm is obviously better than the serial one, though they have the same precision for k = 30 and 50.
Compared with the serial algorithm, the reductions of the parallel one in run time are significant. From Fig. 8 , the advantage of the parallel algorithm is more obvious when there are more counters in the Stream-Summary, for example, for α = 2 and k=10, the number of counters is 22, the parallel run time is larger than half of the serial run time. But for α = 1 and k=50, the number of counters is 34538, the parallel run time is only about one-third of the serial run time. When the computing gets more complex, the effect of Spark overhead will be no longer so obvious.
In order to get the similarity of host distribution in real traffic to Zipf distribution, we compared relative popularity of hosts with Zipf distribution, as shown in Fig. 9 , we found they are somewhat different. A few popular members can dip into Zipf curves whose parameter α from 0.6 to 1.1, but the vast tail can never adhere to Zipf curves because, with the increasing of α, the tails of Zipf curves go upwards then downwards again. In shape, that means the tail of our data is not as obscure as in Zipf distributions.
At first, we used the same number of counters that are monitored as in the case of α = 1.0, the experiment results were both parallel and serial algorithm get the precision of 1 for all scenarios. As for run time, the comparisons in Fig. 10(a) show that the parallel run time is only about onethird of the serial run time. It is worth noting that the increase of run time is tiny when k is getting bigger. Now that both the parallel and the serial algorithms are perfect in precision based on the theoretical number of counters, we decide to test the limit of them. We set the capacity to 100, 150, 200, 300, 500 and 1000 to observe their performance. We plot Topk-capacity relation curve in Fig. 11 where the y-axis is the supported Top-k corresponding to specific capacity on the x-axis. 
FIGURE 9.
Ratio-rank curve of hosts comparing with corresponding Zipf distribution on log-log scale.
As shown in Fig. 11 , capacity = 200 is a critical point, which triggers an increasingly bigger gap between the parallel and the serial algorithm in the number of matched Top-k. At this point, the maximum supported k for both algorithms is 17, they are equal. When capacity is 300, the maximum supported k of the parallel algorithm is 29, while the maximum supported k of the serial algorithm is 24. When capacities grow to 500 and 1000, the corresponding k values for the parallel and the serial algorithm are (86, 56) and (172, 86) respectively. But in the case of capacity is smaller than 200, the parallel algorithm is disadvantageous due to the parallel result is more sensitive to distributed randomness.
Similar to Fig. 10(a) , we plot run time comparison for real traffic in Fig. 10(b) , for the capacity of 100, 150, 200, 300, 500 and 1000. The differences of run time between the parallel and the serial algorithm coincide with above observations in Fig. 8 and Fig. 10(a) , the reductions of the parallel algorithm in run time are significant. The comparisons in Fig. 10(b) show that run time is increasing with the increase of capacity, but the parallel run time is always only about one-third of the serial run time. 
C. EVALUATION ON THE NUMBER OF EXECUTORS
How the run time changes is of interest as the number of executors increases. Does run time have linear correspondence to the increase in the number of executors as expected? The real dataset listed in Table 2 is divided into 200 partitions such that more executors can take part in computing. Without loss of generality, Top-50 is selected as the target of the computation. The authors measured the correlation between run time and the number of executors on the job with five configurations that are 2, 5, 10, 20, 40-executor configuration respectively. It can be observed from Fig. 12 that run time has roughly but not absolutely linear correspondence to the increase in the number of executors. In Spark cluster, processing overhead and data skewness are two reasons for the formation of the roughness. 
VI. INSIGHT INTO HTTP TRAFFIC
We keep track of the flow records from the traffic monitor and take out an eight-month period of HTTP access records for analysis. An HTTP access record contains a log of outbound client request handled by HTTP server. Only records in 149 days have been saved successfully due to various reasons. In the date distribution sense, it means randomly selected 149 samples from an eight-month period. Detailed date distribution, the number of distinct hosts and total access count are listed in Table 3 . Fig. 13(a) is the plotting of the months by the number of host access, based on host rankings, which is from 1 to 1000. Although there is a big count difference between months, they are similar in shape. Count-rank relation for each day also shows the similar feature as can be seen in Fig. 13(b) .
In order to further confirm their similarities, we make a linear fitting for these months and each day of these months VOLUME 6, 2018 respectively on the log-log scale. The fitting results in Fig. 17 demonstrate that they have differences on count but hardly any on the slope. It is worth noting that each deviated curve in its month means an incomplete record of someday, which just provides us with more time scales to investigate the traffic feature. Fig. 13(a) and Fig. 13(b) indicate that there are a few websites get lots of hits, while a greater number of websites get a moderate number of hits, and a huge number of websites hardly get any hits at all, as mentioned in section V, Zipf distribution is often useful for analyzing such traffics.
The paper has compared relative popularity of someday with Zipf distribution in Section V. In fact, using the relative probability is also a process of normalizing by which the curves of different months and different days look alike, as can be seen in Fig. 18 , normalized curves almost overlap together and so do fittings for them. The material we get here is a prerequisite for the following analysis. Although we can't estimate the accurate distribution parameters, we think that traffic of different months or days have some regularity and same feature. We will use them statistically to get some useful results.
VII. EMPIRICAL FORMULA
In the last section, we described HTTP traffic from the aspect of data distribution in different time scales. All counts and ranks from the last section will be used as the reference in this one. In this section, we define Top-k precision as same as in Section V. An algorithm will have a recall, and a precision of 1 if it outputs all the correct set of elements no matter how the ranks are. In fact, even there are wrong orders, they mainly change between adjacent positions, whose impact on the rankings is not obvious.
Thanks for the in-memory processing of Spark, the data of one day is inputted, the results with SS capacity from 1 to 1000 are outputted in an acceptable period of time about 3 hours. To make the result more comparable, the data of incomplete days are abandoned, we finally get the SS outputs of 134 days. Among these days, when capacity is 1000 and precision is 1, the maximum supported k is 122 while the minimum supported k is 31, which can be seen in Fig. 14 .
The two examples in Fig. 14 also show that in the case of adjacent capacities, the matched Top-k may trigger a sudden increase in the number. We plot Topk-capacity relation curve in Fig. 15(a) where y-axis is the average of supported Top-k corresponding to specific capacity on x-axis. After averaged, the relation between Top-k and capacity maintains approximate linearity.
Similarly, we plot capacity-Topk relation curve in Fig. 15(b) , the minimum value in Fig. 14 leads to the maximum matched Top-k on x-axis is 31, where y-axis is the averaged capacity. The curve shown in Fig. 15(b) is just what we want to know: how many counters we must maintain when we want to obtain the Top-k, which is an important issue for network traffic analysis.
The empirical formula is y = 17.182× + 38.758, where x is Top-k we will obtain, and y is the required capacity. This formula is used to calculate required capacity corresponding to top 1-50 and the precision of these capacities are evaluated in each day of the 134-day dataset. The averaged precision bars are plotted by light color in Fig. 16 . When Top-k is smaller than 10, the result is sensitive to tiny number changing, precision is not so good, so we set these capacities to 221, that is the capacity equivalent to Top-k is 10. The adjusted result is plotted by dark color, whose precision is between 0.9 and 1. When Top-k is 50, capacity is 898, which is less than 1%of the number of distinct hosts.
VIII. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
During the experiments in Section V, the authors investigated the performance of the parallel Spark-based Space-Saving algorithm in different scenarios. The results of real traffic testing agree well with the results of synthetic data testing. Our experimental results confirm that the parallel algorithm is advantageous and the observed effect is obvious. From Fig. 8 , Fig. 10(a) and Fig. 10(b) , it can be observed that the parallel algorithm is more efficient than the serial one in running time. Furthermore, the parallel algorithm has superior performance on precision and limit testing.
The results not only show precision differences for each Zipf alpha parameter by using theoretically calculated counters (Fig. 7) , but also tell the ability to discover Top-k under limited capacities (Fig. 11) . We can take advantage of the parallel Space-Saving algorithm to identify Top-k items in data streams, as long as the impact of small capacity is considered in advance. In fact, it is unlikely that we practice by using this sort of capacity whose significance only lies in limit testing.
Spark makes complex distributed computing tasks easy to conceptualize, succinct to program, and reliable to run. The authors found that Spark can be applied to improve precision and run time of Space-Saving algorithm. Our results are the first demonstration that Space-Saving algorithm can be FIGURE 17. Linear fitting of count-rank for the months and each day of these months on log-log scale.
parallelized in Spark. Experimental results indicate that better performance will be achieved when deploying Space-Saving algorithm in Spark cluster.
In the previous two sections, the authors really found that traffic of different months or days have some regularity, as can be observed from Fig. 13(a), Fig. 13(b), Fig. 17 , and Fig. 18 , they have similar distributions. Fig. 15(a) and Fig. 15(b) show the relationship between Top-k and capacity, approximate linearity in which provides the possibilities of the simplest computation and the most compacted StreamSummary. Moreover, precision of far over 90% is guaranteed, which is shown in Fig. 16 .
The authors demonstrate the features of HTTP traffic and derive an empirical formula of calculating Space-Saving capacity for specific Top-k. The features of HTTP traffic may be different in various networks, but the authors believe that in the case of unknown and undefined data distribution, our research provides a feasible solution to pick up Top-k items whose precision is far over 90%.
IX. CONCLUSION
In this paper, some merging properties of the Space-Saving algorithm are proved and it is scaled up in the cloud platform for merging large data sets and its features based on HTTP traffic are thoroughly researched. Advantages and the potential problem of the parallel algorithm are pointed out through experiments. Time can be fulfilled with a combination of Spark and merge algorithm to analyze the tremendous amount of data.
An empirical formula is provided for reference in practice so that we can solve the Top-k problem more economically and quickly for everyday network traffic analysis. This work lays a foundation for a greater amount of data processing in the future. The authors will keep on paying attention to network evolvement through diverse forms of traffic analysis. On the premise of guaranteed accuracy, we want the steps in these sorts of things to be done as fast as possible. In the future, we will extend our research to sketch-based algorithms. The authors anticipate that Spark and other cloud FIGURE 18. Linear fitting of ratio-rank for the months and each day of these months on log-log scale.
platforms, combined with streaming algorithms, will lead to more extensive applications in big data analysis.
